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SolarAPP+: What is it and why should I care?

THE PROBLEM
•While the cost of solar technology has fallen in recent years, the “soft costs” associated with permitting and inspecting solar systems has stayed stubbornly high
•Permit timelines vary widely, which creates uncertainty for customers and installers
•Meanwhile, demand for solar continues to rise, and local building department staff are often pulled away from complicated permit reviews to manage these routine
solar applications

THE SOLUTION
•Installing rooftop solar should be more like replacing an appliance than putting an addition on your home: permitting should be
fast and easy
•The National Renewable Energy Laboratory, part of the federal government, has developed a tool to help jurisdictions streamline
and standardize the permitting process - the SolarAPP+
•Online and instant permitting for routine rooftop solar projects saves department staff time and resources, and ultimately, tax
dollars
•Routine applications get approved permits to build instantly, while the tougher projects flow through a typical permitting review.
•An automatically generated checklist streamlines the inspection process
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SolarAPP+: How does it help?
a. Who SolarAPP+ helps
i. Installers: Can submit for an online permit and get approval immediately. Knowing that you’ll be able to get a permit
right away gives piece of mind and scheduling certainty.
ii. AHJs: Reduces their workload in reviewing ‘routine’ permits. Allows those AHJ’s to use those resources on other
projects. It’s not going to reduce headcount, its going to increase efficiency.
iii. Homeowners: Knowing when the homeowner is going to need to be home is critical, it gives them certainty and
increases customer satisfaction.
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The Types of AHJ’s to target
Cold
• Those that are on 2014 NEC and
2015 IBC/IRC codes.
• Large volume AHJ’s should be
priority.
• If the AHJ isn’t code compliant
and has a small volume
consider that a future prospect.
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Warm
• Those that are on the 2020 or
2017 NEC and 2018 IBC/IRC
codes
• Have high volume
• An offline, paper based or in
person process.

Hot
• Those that are on the 2017 NEC
and 2018 IBC/IRC codes
• Have high volume
• An online permitting system in
place
• Can’t process a permit
immediately.
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You’ve got the relationship. Don’t force the
conversation. Let it happen organically.
• Those of you in the Permitting departments have a unique position to
talk about SolarAPP+ in a way few others can.
• You work with these AHJ’s a lot. You know them and they know you.
This isn’t a sales pitch.
• We aren’t looking for you to go out of your way to set up a sales pitch
call. Instead bring this up when you’re working on correcting a permit
or in other normal business interactions.
• It’s a friendly, “I heard about a new tool that would really help you
guys out. Have you heard about SolarAPP+?”

Turn a negative into a positive
• Many AHJ’s have a dedicated solar reviewer, because of
the shear volume. Some of you probably know them.
• Some AHJ’s are ready to stop reviewing solar permits.
Ask them if standardizing and removing the
subjectiveness would help?
• Some might be concerned about job loss. Ask them what
other projects would freeing up 70-80% of their time
mean for that local government and for them
specifically?
• Inspections are going to be going virtual soon. They have
been wildly successful in too many places for the genie
to go back in. Would having a system that was equally
automated, compliant and secure help?
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Typical opposition
• Local governments don’t have the resources or the staff capacity
to implement this right now.
SolarAPP makes things easier for building department staff. By
automating plan review for standard solar energy systems, this tool
allows staff to focus on more complicated applications. SolarAPP is
also free to use for all AHJs.
• SolarAPP+ shortcuts building department work and could pose a
threat to public safety:
The SolarAPP was developed by NREL, with funding from the DoE, in
consultation with national code and standard organizations IAEI, NFPA,
UL, ICC. We feel that SolarAPP will actually increase safety and code
compliance.
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Onboarding and Implementation
•A jurisdiction will be able to sign-up for a SolarAPP+
account and onboard with the same ease as signing up for
Turbo Tax. The minimum needed from an AHJ in order to
use SolarAPP+ is an email address. NREL handles
everything else
•The system is ready to go and additional support for AHJ
onboarding has been funded. DOE just increased its
investment in SolarAPP+, taking their total investment from
$1M to $5M + an equal amount contributed by industry and
the building safety community.
•SolarAPP+ integrates easily with Accela, Tyler Tech and
Central Square, which serve thousands of local
governments across the United States.

What to do when you have an AHJ
interested in next steps?
• Reachout to the SolarAPP+ team, via email:
team@solar-app.org
The more information you have the better.

• Who are your contacts and kind of relationship you have?
• Who are the decision makers?
• Who are the sustainability champions?
IMPORTANT
• Who can say, YES?
• Who can say, NO, but not yes? (The deal killers)
• Are there any other influencers you may know about?
• If you want to make the introduction to the SolarAPP+ team
great. An email introduction is perfect.

Questions to ask

The real life SolarAPP+ stories
People remember stories more then they recall facts
• Freedom Forever and Tucson
• Just after the July 15th official launch Freedom Forever
had 90 permits in the queue at the city of Tucson.
Normally, this would take about 6 weeks to process.
• Freedom asked Tucson if they could resubmit them using
SolarAPP+. Tucson eagerly said, yes.
• They were able to move to 8 inspections a day,
overnight!
“As a Solar America City, Tucson looks for ways to support the solar
industry. SolarAPP provides a further incentive to use solar power by
making permitting easy.” – Scott Clark, City of Tucson (AZ) Planning and
Development Services.
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Real quotes to use
•“I was eager to work with NREL to find this new approach to handle
solar permits.There has been such a good collaboration to create a
different way to review these residential projects in a way that is outside
the traditional plan review box but still covers the technical aspects.
We’re now able to move qualifying solar permits directly to field
inspections, which is giving our staff much needed time to work on other,
more complex projects.” - GEOFF SIMMONS, CHIEF BUILDING
OFFICIAL, PLEASANT HILL (CA)
•
“Offering our solar customers a way to self-permit expedites the
process.” - CARLA BLACKWELL, DIRECTOR OF PIMA COUNTY
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
“If I could use SolarAPP+ to get through 150 PV plans a month, that
would be a great relief for my staff.” - STEVE JONES, ASSISTANT
BUILDING OFFICIAL, CITY OF OCEANSIDE (CA)

Questions?

Thank You!
AHJ inquiries:
SolarAPP+ Outreach team:
team@solar-app.org
Stephen Pope, SolarAPP+ Outreach Manager
spope@seia.org
202-556-2882
Jeff Cook, Ph.D.
Renewable Energy Policy and Market Analyst | NREL
jeff.cook@nrel.gov
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